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CONTROLLABILITY FOR DISTRIBUTED BILINEAR SYSTEMS.*
J. M. BALL,5" J. E. MARSDEN: AND M. SLEMROD
Abstract. This paper studies controllability of systems of the form dw/dt w +p(t)Ydw where is the
infinitesimal generator of a CO semigroup of bounded linear operators et on a Banach space X, Y3’ X X is
a C map, and p L ([0, T]; [) is a control. The paper (i) gives conditions for elements of X to be accessible
from a given initial state Wo and (ii) shows that controllability to a full neighborhood in X of Wo is impossible
for dim X c. Examples of hyperbolic partial differential equations are provided.
1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to discuss controllability for abstract
evolution equations of the form
(1.1) if(t) sdw(t)+p(t)Yd(w(t)),
(1.2) w(O) Wo,
where /generates a Co semigroup of bounded linear operators on a (possibly complex)
Banach space X, Y3"X X is a C map, and p L1([0, T]; R) is a control defined on a
specified interval [0, T]. Usually we assume that Y3 is linear, so that (1.1) is bilinear in
the pair (p, w); note that even in this case the solution w of (1.1), (1.2) is a nonlinear
function of p. A motivating example is the rod equation
(1.3) u,t+Uxxxx+p(t)Uxx=O, O<x<l,
with hinged end conditions
(1.4) U=Uxx=O atx=O, 1,
which can be put in the form (1.1) by setting w=(u",) with X=
(H2(0, 1) f3 H(0, 1)) Lz(0, 1). Here the control p(t) is the axial load.
The main tool used in our analysis is the generalized inverse function, or "local
onto" theorem. In finite dimensions, the well-known controllability results for bilinear
systems have been obtained in this way (see, for example, Brockett [1972] and Hermes
[1974]). In infinite dimensions, however, new phenomena arise. Perhaps the most
interesting of these is our result (Theorem 3.6) which shows that for linear and
dim X az, the set of states accessible from Wo for p Llr.oc([0, cx3); [), 1 < r-<_ o, has
dense complement in X. Hence we can never expect to control to an open neighborhood
of Wo for controls in Loc. (Using L controls doesn’t help,, at least for examples such as
(1.3), (1.4); see Theorem 5.5.) This stands in direct contrast to the available positive
results on controllability when dim X < o.
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Given the impossibility of controlling the system (1.1) to a full neighborhood of w0
with p’s in Lr, we investigate two alternative procedures. One approach generalizes an
idea of Hermes [1979]; we show that it is often possible to control with respect to
finite-dimensional observations in a neighborhood of w0. Our second idea is based upon
the concept of approximate controllability, i.e., we identify a dense subset of X,
depending on w0 and t, to which w(t) belongs, and show that with respect to a
strengthened topology one can control to a neighborhood of etwo (the "free solution"
of (1.1), (1.2) corresponding to p 0) in this set, provided is suitably chosen. For (1.3),
(1.4) we prove that > 0 can be taken arbitrarily small, whereas for the wave equation
(1.5) utt-Uxx +p(t)u =0, 0<x < 1,
with either the boundary conditions
u=0 atx=0,1,
or the boundary conditions
u=0 atx=0, u+aux=O atx=l, a>0,
has to exceed some number T > 0. This study of local approximate controllability
involves technicalities concerning nonharmonic Fourier series in the spirit of Russell
[1967] and Ball and Slemrod [1979]. The delicacy of these questions has the
unfortunate consequence that we have only been able to obtain positive results in cases,
such as these described above, in which (1.1) is an abstract hyperbolic equation that is
"diagonal"; i.e., is reducible to an infinite set of uncoupled ordinary differential
equations (each, of course, containing the control p(t)). Since we have to control
infinitely many ordinary differential equations simultaneously, however, the problem is
still not trivial. Nevertheless, our assumptions exclude some important nondiagonal
examples such as (1.3) with clamped end conditions
u=u=0 atx=0,1.
In special cases, such as (1.3), (1.4), our local approximate controllability theory leads to
a global approximate controllability result; thus, for example, for suitable initial data,
we prove that the attainable set for (1.3), (1.4) is dense in X.
The paper is divided into six sections. Section 2 assembles the machinery for
studying (1.1), (1.2) in the form of various abstract existence and smoothness theorems.
Section 3 provides an abstract controllability theorem and the result on noncon-
trollability mentioned above. In 4 we discuss the general theory of control with respect
to finite-dimensional observers. In 5 we consider abstract hyperbolic equations, apply
the theory of 4 to this case, and develop our theory of approximate controllability. We
conclude in 6 with specific applications to partial differential equations, such as (1.3),
(1.4).
2. Abstract existence and smoothness theorems. In this section we give some
basic results on nonlinear evolution equations which will be useful in our later analysis.
Let X be a Banach space with norm I1’ II, let generate a CO semigroup of bounded
linear operators on X, and let :X X be a Ck mapping, k -> 1. Let Z(T) be a Banach
space continuously and densely included in L1([0, T]; R), where T > 0 is given.
For a given w0 X and p Z(T), consider the initial value problem associated with
(1.1) written in integrated form, i.e.,
(2.1) w(t) etwo + Io ea(t-S)p(s)Yd(w(s)) ds.
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Solutions of (2.1) are often called "mild solutions" of (1.1), (1.2). The question as to
when solutions of (2.1) are actually solutions of (1.1) is discussed in Remark 2.7 at the
end of this section.
PROPOSITION 2.1. For each Wo X, and p Z(T) there exists to, 0 < to <= T, such
that (2.1) has a unique solution w C([0, to]; X).
Proof. Let ={wf([O, to];X)llw(t)-Wo[l<=R}, and define Tp:
C([0, to]; X) by
(Tpw)(t) etwo+ | ea(’-S)p(s)(w(s)) ds.
ao
Since Ile’ll <-Met for positive constants/3, M, an easy estimate shows that T maps to
provided
-to R, 0-<_ to,Ile’w0 woll+Me’C Ip(s)lds<- <-
30
where C is such that IIBwll <-C for IIw- Wol[ <--R. This condition is achieved for R, to
sufficiently small via the continuity of , eatwo and the fact that p LI([0, T]; R).
Similarly, T, is a contraction map of to provided that
KMett fo’ IP (s)l ds < 1,
where K is a Lipschitz constant for 9 on the ball IIw- w0[I R. Again this holds for R
and to sufficiently small. The result now follows from the contraction mapping prin-
ciple.
Of course the above proposition is a special case of many more general results on
existence and uniqueness of solutions to semilinear evolution equations (see, for
example, Segal [1963], Pazy [1974], Balakrishnan [1976] and Tanabe [1979b]). The
point for us here is that use of the contraction mapping principle leads to other
important features of the solution map w, as we now see.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Fix Po Z T). Then there exist an open neighborhood Uofpo in
Z(T)and to > 0 such thatfor anyp U, (2.1) has a unique solution w(t; p, Wo), 0 <= <-to.
Moreover w(t; p, Wo) is a C map from U to C([0, to]; X).
Proof. The proof of Proposition 2.1 shows that if R and to are sufficiently small and
p is close enough to’p0 in L1-norm then T, is a uniform contraction. Also, Tp is a C
function of w and p on the interior of , so that the C result follows from Hale [1969,
Thm. 3.2, p. 7]. The C result is then obtained by induction.
COROLLARY 2.3. The map w(t0; ", Wo): U-+X is C.
Proof. This follows from the chain rule, Proposition 2.2 and the fact that the map
w(. )-+ W(to) is smooth (since it is continuous and linear from C([0, to]; X) to X).
In the same way we see that the solution w(t;.,.) is a C function of w0 and p.
However, in this paper we are primarily concerned with differentiability in p. The proof
of the theorem in Hale [1969] cited above shows that the derivative can be obtained by
formally linearizing. Thus we get the following result.
COrtOt.LARY 2.4. The (Frdchet) derivative Dw(t; Po, Wo)’p of w(t; p, Wo) with
respect to p at po in the direction p is the unique solution of the equation
(2.2)
Dpw(t; Po, Wo)’p Io e*e(t-S)P(S)Ya(w(s; Po, Wo)) ds
(t s)+ e po(s)D(w(s;po, Wo))Dw(s; Po, Wo)’pds.
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Here DY3(w(s; po, Wo)) denotes the Frchet derivative of Y3 at w(s; po, Wo). In particular,
at Po O, Dpw(t; O, Wo)’p is given explicitly by
(2.3) Dpw(t; O, Wo)’p f ea’-)p(s)Y3(eawo) ds.
o
Next we show that solutions are globally defined under a sublinear growth
condition.
TI-IEOREM 2.5. If there are constants C and K such that II (x)ll_-< c /gllxll for all
x X, then (2.1) has solutions defined ]:or 0 <- <= T. These solutions are unique within the
class C([0, T]; X). Moreover, the solution w(t; p, Wo) is a Ck [unction ofp Z(T) and
Wo X with (Frchet) derivative in p given by (2.2) (or (2.3) i]’ po 0).
The proof is based on the following version of Gronwall’s inequality (see, for
example, Carroll [1969, p. 124]).
LEMMA 2.6. Letp Ll([a, hi; ) and let v L([a, b]; ) with v >-0.1[there exists
a constant C >- 0 such that for all [a, b
v(t) <= C + | Ip(s)lv(s) as,
Jo
then
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Suppose w(t) solves (2.1) and is defined for 0 -< < a -< T.
Then
IIw(t)ll<-Meta( I[wll+ Io IP(S)I(C+KIIw(s)II) ds),
and so, assuming K > 0 without loss of generality, we get
IIw(t)[l__-< (MetallWoll+ CK-) exp (MetK Io IP(S)l ds) CK
-
<- C.
Therefore, for s, [0, a) we have
IIw(t)- w(s)[llle’wo-ewol[+ e’-)p(’)(w(’)) dr
<-Ile’wo-ewoll+Me(C +gc) I [P(’)I dr.
Thus limt_,_ w(t) exists, so that by Proposition 2.1 w(t) can be continued beyond a.
Hence solutions are defined for 0 _-< _<- T.
For global uniqueness, we use the standard argument: suppose w(t) and (t) solve
(2.1) for 0-<t -< T. Let S={a [0, T]lw(t)= (t) for t[0, a]}. The local uniqueness
assertion in Proposition 2.1 shows that S is relatively open in [0, T]. If an S and
an a-< T then a S since limn_, w(an)= limn_ (an). Thus S is closed, so that
S [0, 7"].
Thus there is a globally defined semiflow Ff (Wo), Ft (’)" [+ xX X, which
depends parametrically on p. Proposition 2.2 shows that F (Wo) is Ck in p and Wo for
sufficiently small. Let {a [0, T]IFf (Wo) is C in (Wo, p) for e [0, a]}. We claim
that is open. Indeed, if a and k is small,
PFa+h (Wo) Ff, (FPa (Wo))
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is Ck in p and Wo, because by Proposition 2.2 F (w) is Ck in p and w for w near
FOa (w0). The local uniformit,y of the time interval on which Proposition 2.2 holds shows
that , is closed, and hence S [0, T].
Thus we have shown that w(t; p, Wo) is C in p and Wo. By differentiating (2.1) we
obtain (2.2). 1
Remark 2.7. Suppose woD(A) and pGCl([0, T]; ). Then w(t)D(A) and
w(t) is differentiable and satisfies (1.1). This assertion follows from Segal [1963, Lemma
3.1] or from Tanabe [9, p. 102]. If merely w0 X and p L ([0, T]; R) then w is a "weak
solution" of (1.1) (see Balakrishnan [1976] and Ball [1977]).
3. An abstract controllability theorem and a negative result. Define the linear
operator LT" Z(T) X by
T| eT-sp(s)(eSwo) ds.LTp
o
Then by (2.3) we have
(3.1) Dpw(T; 0, Wo)" p LTp.
A natural consequence of Theorem 2.5 is the following.
THEOREM 3.1. Let be the infinitesimal generator of a Co semigroup of bounded
linear operators on the Banach space X, and let 3 X -->X be a Ck map, k >= 1, which
satisfies IlBx]l<_-C + KIIxll ]:or all x X, where C and K are constants. Suppose that
Range(LT) =X. Then there is an e >0 such that w(T; p, Wo) h for some pZ(T),
provided Ilh eTwo[] < e.
This result follows easily from the (generalized) inverse function theorem; a
convenient reference is Luenberger [1969, p. 240]. The p that controls Wo to hit h will
be in a neighborhood of zero in Z(T).
We note that if 1 generates a group, surjectivity of LT is equivalent to surjectivity
of T"Z(T) X, where
(3.2) rp e-’p(s)t(e’wo) ds.
A major difficulty with Theorem 3.1 is that is is not usually an easy matter to check
the surjectivity of LT (or T). In fact, as we shall prove in Theorem 3.6, if dim X eo, LT
will not in general be surjective, though it may have dense range. This prevents us from
applying Theorem 3.1 to partial differential equations.
We now present a basic criterion for LT to have dense range.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that
(1, e’-s)yd(eSwo)) 0
for all s, 0 <= s <= T, where X* (the dual space ofX), implies O. Then Range (LT) is
dense in X.
Proof. Range (LT) is dense if the only s X* annihilating the range is 0. But
T
(l, LTp)= fo (l, e’T-s)3(eSSWo))p(s) ds.
If this vanishes for all p Z(T), then the continuous function (l, eSg(r-s)?(eSwo)) must
vanish. This follows because Z(T) is dense in L ([0, T]; ). Our hypothesis then gives
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Remark 3.3. If 3 is linear and
’
is a bounded linear operator, then
e-S3 es
2
S
wo wo+ s[, ]wo+
-
[sg, [, ]]wo +"
(i.e., the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula), where [4, ]=-4+. From
Proposition 3.2, we see that Range (Lr) is dense in X for all T > 0 if the closure of the
span of YdWo, [4, ]Wo, [, [, ]]Wo, is dense in X.
The next two well-known controllability results now follow for X R and N
linear.
COROLLARY 3.4 (Hermes [1974], Lobry [1970]). Assume X=R and that
dim span {Y3Wo, [, ]Wo, [4, [, ]]Wo, "} n. Then ]:or every T > 0 there is an
eT>0 with the property that if I[e’wo--h[[<eT, we can find a pZ(T) such that
w(T; p, Wo)= h.
Here one can choose Z(T) L" ([0, T]; ) for any q, 1 =< q -<_ oo, or Z(T)
C ([0, T]; ), for example.
COROLLARY 3.5 (Lobry [1970], Jurdjevic and Quinn [1978]). Let the hypotheses
of Corollary 3.4 hold. Assume eatwo is almost periodic. Then for any k >-O, there exist
T>O and e>O such that Ilh-woll<e implies w(T;p, wo)=h for some p
Ck ([0, T]; [).
Proo[. Let Ta > 0 be fixed and let e > 0 be as in Corollary 3.4. We show that if
IIh-woll<e-/2, then there exists r>0 such that w(Ta+r;p, Wo)=h for some p
C ([0, T + r]; ). First, by the almost periodicity of etwo, there exists r > 0 such that
[[ew
--’-Tlw011< 1 ,o-e
-[[e -1
We run (2.1) from time =0 until z with p =0, so that w(’r)= eWo. By
Corollary 3.4, we can hit h in additional time Ta, using a Ck control which vanishes
together with its first k derivatives at z, provided [leaTw(r) h[l< eT. But this is true,
since
[le’Tw(’r) hll esT ewo hll liesgT (e’wo e-Two+ e-SgTwo)
<--lie’ liew0- e-T’ woll + IIw,,- hll < ’TI"
In the case dim X o things are quite different. Specifically, we shall now show
that for a large class of spaces Z(T), the map w(T;., Wo)’Z(T)
-
X will never cover an
open neighborhood of eaTwo (and consequently Lr cannot be onto). Thus, for these
Z(T)’s, Theorem 3.1 will be vacuous unless dim X<c.
THEOREM 3.6. Let X be a Banach space with dim X . Let 4 generate a CO
semigroup of bounded linear operators on X and let
"
X X be a bounded linear
operator. Let Wo X be fixed and let w(t; p, Wo) denote the unique solution of (2.1) for
p Loc([0, c); ). /f T>0 and p,p weakly in LI([0, T]; R), then w(.; p,, Wo)
w(. p, Wo) strongly in C([0, T]; X). Moreover, the setofstates accessiblefrom Wo defined
by
S(wo) U w(t; p, Wo)
t>=o
p L[oc([O,cxz) ;n)
is contained in a countable union of compact subsets of X, and in particular has dense
complement.
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Proof. Let p, -->p weakly in LI([0, T]; N). Write wn(t)= w(t; p,, Wo), w(t)=
w(t; p, Wo), and z,(t)= w,(t)- w(t). Then
and
so that
(3.3)
w, (t) e’w0 + Io p (s) e(’-s)ydwn (s) ds
w(t) ea’wo + Io p(s) e(t-s)Ydw(s) ds,
z.(t) [p.(s)-p(s)] ea(t-s)3w(s) ds + p.(s) e(’-s)Y3z.(s) ds.
We now need the following:
LEMMA 3.7. Let
IO s(t--S)Wen sup [p.(s)-p(s)] e (s) dst[0,T]
Then lim._.oo e. 0.
Proof of Lemma 3.7. Suppose the lemma is false. Then there exist e >0, a
subsequence {p.} of {p.} and a sequence {t.}
(3.4) [p.(s)-p(s)]
We can suppose without loss of generality that either t. N for all , or t. for all . In
the case t. N let
c, sup II(e (t"-s) e(’-))w(s)[I.
s[0,t.]
The joint continuity of the map (x, z)e and the continuity of w(. together imply
that c, 0 as . Hence
lim [p. (s)-p(s)](e%- e(-)w(s) ds
(3.5
N lim c. p.(s)-p(s) ds O.
Furthermore, since p. p weakly in L([0, T]; N), p. -p is uniformly equi-integrable
over [0, T] (see Dunford and Schwartz [1964, pp. 293-294]), and hence
(3.6) lim [p.(s)-p(s)] e(-w(s) ds Nconst. lim
m t t
Combining (3.5) and (3.6), we deduce that
(3.7) lim "[p,(s)-p(s)] e%-’)w(s) ds [p, (s)-p(s)]v(s) ds O,
where v(s) is defined by v(s) e(t-)w(s). A similar argument shows that (3.7) holds
if t, for all
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Let p sups, i Ip. (s)-p(s)l ds. Since v C([0, T]; X) there exists a step function
g such that Ilg-vll(to,r3;x<e/ap. Suppose g(s)=2j=l Xz,(s)ei, where the L. are
disjoint intervals and ei X. Then
[p, (s) -p(s)]g(s) ds [p, (s)-p(s)] ds ei,
[o,t]
which tends to zero as m from the weak convergence of p,. Therefore
I1 0 f "[p.(s)-p(s)l ds + [p.(s)-p(s)3g(s) ds <
for large enough g. We now combine (3.8) with (3.4) and (3.7) to reach a contradiction,
which proves the lemma.
Continuation ofproof of Theorem 3.6. From (3.3) we have
o o
where C is a positive constant independent of t [0, T]. By Gronwall’s inequality
which by the lemma tends to zero uniformly in [0, T] as n --> c. This proves the first part
of the theorem.
To prove the second part, given positive integers m, n and r, define
Smnr(Wo)--" U w(t; p, Wo).
te[0,rn]
Let w(tj; pj, Wo)S S,,r(Wo). Since Ll//r([0, m]; ) is reflexive there exist subsequences
{t,}[0, n] and {p,}L+/r([O, rn];), such that t,-->t and p,-->p weakly in
L+l/r([0, m]; ). By the first part of the theorem, w(t,;p,, Wo)--> w(t; p, Wo) in X.
Hence S,,,(Wo) is precompact in X. But S(Wo)C .,.= S,,r(Wo) so that S(wo) is
contained in a countable union of compact sets.
Since dim X , S,,,r(Wo) is nowhere dense. By the Baire category theorem,
S(wo) has dense complement. 71
Remark 3.8. The theorem leaves open the question of whether
{w(t; p, Wo); _-> 0, p LLc([0, c); )}
has dense complement. We show in Theorem 5.5 that this holds in an important special
case.
4. Finite-dimensional observability. In this section we consider the restricted
problem of trying to control only a finite-dimensional projection of the state variable
w(t; p, Wo); i.e., we try to control only a "finite number of modes." This problem was
discussed originally by Hermes [1979], and our first result is analogous to his.
THEOREM 4.1. Let , 3 be as in Theorem 3.1. Suppose G" X --> is a bounded
linear map. Suppose that for given T > 0 and A ()*,
(h, G ea(T-(eaSwo)) 0
]’or all s, 0 <- s <- T implies h O. Then there is an eT > 0 such that [[q G eTwolI < eT
implies Gw(T; p, Wo) q for some p Z(T).
Proof. The derivative of the map p->Gw(t; p, Wo) from Z(T) to the range of G,
evaluated at p- 0 is the operator GLT. To show this is surjective, let h ()* and
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assume A annihilates the range of GLT.. An argument similar to the. proof of Proposition
3.2 shows that A 0.
COROLLARY 4.2. Let1, and G be as in Theorem 4.1, where G is now assumed to
be surfective. Suppose the hypothesis ofProposition 3.2 holds. Then there is an eT > 0 such
that
Ilq Ge7"Wo]lR" < e implies Gw(T; p, Wo) q for some p Z T).
Proof. Set G’A, where G* is the adjoint of G, and use Theorem 4.1.
The usefulness of Corollary 4.2 is that it applies to all surjective bounded maps
G"X
-
Rn, n arbitrary.
COROLLARY 4.3. Assume that either the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 or those of
Corollary 4.2 hold ]:or some T1 > 0 and that eat is a group with eatwo an almost periodic
function of t. Then for any k >- 0 there exist T > 0 and eT- > 0 such that [[q aw01l
implies Gw(T; p, Wo) q for some p Ck([0, T]; R).
Proof. This is very similar to the proof of Corollary 3.5.
We note that the above results could be extended to nonlinear G CI(X; n) in
the obvious way.
One approach to trying to obtain full state controllability might be to solve an
infinite sequence of finite-dimensional controllability problems by letting n
-
. This
possibility will be precluded by Theorem 3.6. More specifically, we note:
COROLLARY 4.4. Let {X} be an increasing sequence of subspaces of X, with
dim X, n for each n such that Closure (,= X)=X, and with corresponding
continuous profections Gn ofX onto X having uniformly bounded norms. If
H= {h X; there exist T>O, r > 1 and {p,}c Lr([0, T]; ) such that
Gw(T;p,, Wo)=Gnh and IIplkt0,a;_-<const (independent
ofn),n=l, 2,...},
then H has dense complement in X.
Proof. Let h H. Then there exists a corresponding sequence {pn } C L ([0, T]; ),
r > 1. Since {p,} is bounded, there exists a subsequence, also denoted by {p}, such that
p, p weakly in LI([0, T]; [). Now
[Iw(T; p, Wo)-hl[<=[[w(t; p, Wo)-G,w(T; p,
(4.1) +llnw(T; p, Wo)-.w(T; p., Wo)[I
+l].w(T; p., Wo)-a.hll+llh-hll.
Since the G, are projections having uniformly bounded norms the first and last terms on
the right-hand side of (4.1) tend to zero as n az. By hypothesis the third term is
identically zero. As to the second term, w (T; pn, Wo) w (T; p, Wo) by Theorem 3.6 and
IIall_-< const, so that this tends to zero also. Hence h w(T; p, Wo) and so H is a subset
of the attainable set S(wo), which by Theorem 3.6 has dense complement. ]
In practical terms Corollary 4.4 says that, in general, approximation of the problem
w(T; p, Wo) h by a sequence of finite-dimensional problems will inevitably lead to the
need for ever larger controls p, as n c. In this sense, finite-dimensional approxima-
tions can be misleading for control of the full problem.
5. Abstract hyperbolic equations. We now investigate systems of the form
(5.2)
ii +Au +p(t)Bu O,
u(0)= uoD(A1/2), fi(0) ua H,
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where A is a positive definite self-adjoint operator with dense domain D(A) in the real
Hilbert space H, B is a bounded linear operator from D(A1/2) to H, and p is a
real-valued control. The inner product in H is denoted (., ). We suppose that A-1 is
compact, and that A has simple eigenvalues h n 1, 2, where 0 < h < h2 <"
Then there exists a corresponding complete orthonormal basis {&,} of eigenfunctions"
A, h,,, (&,, &,)= tm,.
To investigate controllability of (5.1) we could rewrite (5.1) in first order form
(u) (0 (0w= ..=ti -A -B
and set X D(A/2) H with inner product
((Ul, u2), (Vl, VE))X (1/2u1, A/2v) + (u2, v2).
With this set-up, we see that generates a CO group of isometries on X and the
hypotheses of Theorem 2.5 are satisfied. Controllability then hinges on the operator T.
To facilitate computations, however, it is advantageous to introduce a different first
order form. We therefore set up a complex structure in a way that is standard for
Hamiltonian systems (see Chernoff and Marsden [1974, 2.7]).
Let denote the complexified Hilbert spaceHO) iH with inner product defined by
(x + iyl, X2-" iy2) (Xl, X2) + (yl, y2)+ i[(y, X2)-- (Xl, Y2)]
for x 1, x2, y 1, Y2 H. The map
"
X defined by
0(ua, u2) AX/2ul+iu2
is an isometry. Let z AI/2u + ift, so that (5.1), (5.2) become
i2 A 1/2z +p(t)BA-/2 Re z,(5.3)
(5.4)
where
(5.5)
z(O) zo,
Zo A1/2u0 q- iu .
Of course, in (5.3) p(t) is still real. Writing -i/2 (regarded as a complex operator)
and -iBA-/2 Re (a real-linear bounded operator from into ), we see that the
hypotheses of Theorem 2.5 are satisfied.
The basis {,} of H may also be regarded as a basis of . For any z , let {z,} be
the (complex) components of z relative to this basis, i.e.,
(5.6) z z,,,
n=l
so that {z,} 12. Thus we have
(5.7) e’Sz ., Zn e-iX"sbn.
Let B,.. (BO.. .), so that the B.,. are real and
n-----1
Thus (5.7) gives
e"Sz =-i BranE Re (e-iXz,).,
m,n=l
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and so
B. i(x.+x.)s.)b.(5.8) e-ez
--
.,=
-
(ei(X"-X)szm + e
5.1. Riesz bases.
DEFTO. A sequence of elements {w} of a (real or complex) Hilbert space
Z is called a Riesz basis of Z if every 0 s Z has a unique expansion
0= a
that is convergent in Z, and
c lal= II011= c= lal=
m=l =1
for absolute positive constants C, C2.
We collect together some useful facts concerning Riesz bases.
LEMMA 5.1. Let {} be a Riesz basis ofZ, and let {ei} be any complete orthonormal
basis of Z. Then:
(i) the formula T(i= ae)== aw defines an isomorphism
T:ZZ;
(ii) for any 0 Z,
]=1
(iii) given any sequence {a) 1 there exists a unique solution 0 Z ofthe equations
(5.9) (0, )= a, ] 1, 2,. ..
Proof. For a proof of (i) see Gohberg and Krein [1969, p. 310]. To prove (ii) note
that (0, ) (0, Te) (T*0, e), so that
I<0, I}*0l II*l?1011.
Finally, the equations (5.9) are equivalent to
(T*0, e) a,
and thus have the unique solution
O=(T*)
-
ae.
=1
A useful criterion for the construction of a Riesz basis is as follows.
THEOREM 5.2. Let 0 o< < <" ",- -, and suppose that
lim (+-) y >0.
Then for any T> 2/y the functions {eit}=_ may be extended to a Riesz basis
officio, T]; ).
Proof. Let S denote the dosed linear span of the set of functions {ei} in
L([0, T]; C). It follows from Ball and Slemrod 1979, Thm. 2.1] (the essential idea is
due to Ingham) that for any finite sum
f(t) a e,
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we have
ca E la]2< If(t)12dtC2 E la[=
ikl<=N
"
ikl<_N
+ E l- (Zo, e i(x"-xm)s + 2ore e i(x" +x,.)s) Bran,
where Zo is given by (5.5) and where
zo= E zo.O.,
n=l
so that Zo, =h,(Uo, ,)+i(ul, ,). Thus, if (e-eAzo,/)g=0 for all s such that
0 s Tx, the right-hand side of (5.10) will equal zero on [0, T]. Byassumption (ii) the
coefficients of {e zgx"s} vanish; that is,
All
--=0 forn=l,2,...
It follows that any f e S has a unique expansion
f(t) Y ak e ikt
convergent in L2([0, T]; C), and that
C1 E lal2< If(t) dt <
Let {e} be an orthonormal basis of S. It follows readily that {e} U {e "’} is a Riesz basis
of L([0, T]; C).
The above discussion is a slightly different presentation of results summarized in
Russell [1967].
5.2. Finite-dimensional observers. We now employ Theorem 4.1 to discuss when
(5.1) is controllable relative to a finite-dimensional observer.
TzozM 5.3. Assume the initial data Uo, u in (5.2) satisfy
(i) B[(Uo, 6,)e + (Ul, 6)] 0, n 1, 2,...
and that T > 0 is such that
{e (x"-x"), e ]p # q and Bp # 0}
can be extended to a Riesz basis of L([O, T]; C).
Then (5.3) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2. In particula5 for any T T
and bounded surfective maps G D(A/) , G H , there exists s such that if
l]ql-Gu(T; O, o, )<sz, llq-G(T; 0, o,
then
Gu(T; p, Uo, u)=q, G(T; p, Uo, u)=q
for some p e Z(T). Here u(t; p, Uo, u) is the solution of (5.1), (5.2).
Proof. Let E l, be an arbitrary element of . Then (l, e- ezo) may
be computed for (5.3) by using (5.8). Specifically we have
2i(e- ezo, l) E (Zo, + 2o e’x") B,,
n=l
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By (i) this implies In 0 for n 1, 2, ., and hence 0. Therefore, the hypothesis of
Proposition 3.2 is satisfied, and by Corollary 4.2 the result follows.
COROLLARY 5.4. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 5.3 are satisfied, and let
G2 be bounded surfective linear maps, G1 :D(A 1/2) R’, G2 :H- Rn. Then for any
k >= 0 there exist TI > 0 and erl > 0 such that
imply
GlU(T; p, Uo, ul) qa, G2fi(T; p, U0, U)-" q2
for some p Ck ([0, T1]; N).
Proof. The result follows immediately from Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 4.3.
Hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 5.3 is difficult to verify unless Bpq 0 for p q.
Sufficient conditions for it to hold may be deduced from Theorem 5.2, but they are not
revealing except in the case just mentioned.
5.3. Approximate controllability. In this subsection we study approximate
controllability, in a sense to bemade precise, of (5.1), (5.2). As above we work with the
equivalent first order system
(5.11) 2 z +p(t)z
where _iAX/2, o _iBA-I/2 Re. In addition, to simplify matters we make the
assumption
(D1)
for nonzero constants b.. where 8m is the Kronecker delta. Since (D1) implies that
B.. 0 for m # n, we shall refer to (D1) as the diagonal case.
Writing
z(t)= Y
n=l
we see that in the diagonal case, (5.11) reduces to the infinite system of uncoupled
ordinary differential equations
b,(5.12) 2, -iA,z, ip(t)
-
Re z,, n 1, 2, ..
The corresponding initial conditions are
(5.13) z,(0) z0,.
We note that the fact that BA-/z is a bounded linear operator from H->H is
equivalent to the condition
(5.14) l.
We first strengthen Theorem 3.6 in the diagonal case by showing that even when L
controls are allowed, exact controllability is in general impossible.
THEOREM 5.5. Given {z0,} 12, the set
12 {z, (t; p, Zo)}
t>o
p L]o([O,oo);)
is contained in a countable union of compact sets of 12, and thus has dense complement.
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Here, {z,,(t; p, Zo)} denotes the unique mild solution of (5.12), (5.13) with Zo={Zo,}.
Consequently the attainability set {u(t; p, Uo, ux), u,(t; p, Uo, ux) >- O, p Loc([0, ))} is
contained in the countable union of compact sets in D(Ax/z)xH and so has a dense
complement.
Proof. Since
b,, I --iA (t-S)pzn(t) e-iX"tzo,, i’-, e (s) Re zn(s) ds,
it follows that
Iz.(t)llzo.l+ Ip(s)llz.(s)l as,
and hence, by Gronwall’s inequality and (5.14)
where II{b/}ll. Thus {z(t)} eU S(zo)for any re0 and p eLlo([O, m);
where S is defined by
Su(zo) {{a,} lz" la.I Nlzo, I}.
The result now follows from the next lemma.
LMMA 5.6. S(Zo) is a compact subset o l.
Pro@ Let a( e S(zo), r 1, 2,. .. Then
X la ’:’ = N X IZo, 12 NZllzoll.
n=l n=l
--> a weakly in 12, which implies in particular that a (g). --> an for(g)So some subsequence a
each n. Also, given e > 0
N2 12(1< X Izo.
n=M n=M
for M sufficiently large. Therefore E= [a(")l E= [a.I
, and so a (") a strongly in
12. Hence Su(Zo) is precompact. Since Su(Zo) is closed, the lemma is proved.
We now make the following additional assumption
b,(D2) c + y, for some c and {y,} 12.
We write P(t)= o p(s)ds and make the following change of variables (motivated by
averaging):
I z
expi 1t+ (t) 1(5.5)
"= zo.
p
Substitution of (5.15) into (5.12) yields
(5.16) ,(t)=-i--- zo--- -g,(t)+l exp 2i Ad+p(t)
(5.17) r,(0) 0.
This lemma follows from Dunford and Schwartz [1964, p. 338]. We have included the proof for
completeness.
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The following existence and ditterentiability theorem gives conditions under which the
solution {r, (t)} of (5.16), (5.17) belongs to 12, and thus gives more precise information
on the attainable set (but under stronger hypotheses) than Theorem 5.5.
THEOREM 5.7. Suppose {Zo,} /2, Zo. 0 for all n 1, 2,. ., and that {e 2ix"t} can
be extended to a Riesz basis of L2([O, /]; R) for some I>0. Let p Loc([0, o); R). Then
(5.16), (5.17) have a unique absolutely continuous solution (, r,(t; p) defined for all
t >= O, and {’, (. p)} C([0, T];/2) for 0 < T <- I. Furthermore, the mapping p
-{st,(T; p)} is C from L2([0, T]; R) to 12 for each 0< T <= l, and
20. IOT(5.18) Dp{,(T; 0)}.p Zo. p(t) exp (2iA,t) dt.
Proof. We write (5.16), (5.17) in integrated form"
iIot o.(b. ) [ ( b. )](5.19) r. (t)
-
p(s)
---Zo.
-
(. (s) + 1 exp 2i A.s +-p(s) ds.
We can solve these equations in a manner similar to Theorem 2.5, but for variety we
shall adopt a standard device to get existence on an arbitrary time interval in a single
step. Let 0 < T -< I. For any 6 -> 0 the norm
I1-I1 sup
t[0,T]
on XT C([0, T]; 12) is equivalent to the usual one, namely [l" II0. For r XT define
ilot 2o.(b. ) [ ( b. )]((Jp()(t)).
--
p(S)zo. "(s)+ l exp 2i h.s +-- p(s) ds.
Then for0="< <t<T
(5.20)
n=l
2 I, P(s) exp [2i(h,,s+-P
n=11
__
]I.p(s)exp[2i(A,s+
-P
212.=1 f. p(s) exp (icP(s)) exp (2ih.s)[1 + iy.p(s)+ o([y.I)] ds
c Ip(s)l ds a +.= I.1
where C is a constant (depending on p), and where we have applied Lemma 5.1 (ii) to
while
where, as before, x II{b./A.}IIL. But
T [p(s)ll.(s)l k [p(s)[ d Ilffllgn=l
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the function O(s) X[z,t](s)p(s) exp (icP(s)) with Z LZ([0,/]; C). From (5.20) we thus
deduce that Jp maps xrinto itself.
Let ’, r/ Xr. Then
-’( ) <=e (e E I(Ypff(t)-Jpw(t))[2,n=l n=l
<-- Ip(s) ds e
-2
Hence Jp is a uniform contraction with respect to the norm I!. provided is sufficiently
large. Calculations similar to those above show that Jp is C in p. The result then follows
as in Propositions 2.1, 2.2.
It is now easy to prove a local approximate controllability result.
THEOREM 5.8. Suppose {Zo,} 12, Zon 0, b O, for all n 1, 2,..., and that
{1, e +2ixn’} can be extended to a Riesz basis ofL2([O, /]; C) forsome > O. Then there exists
81 > 0 such that if ]lhll/= / 101 < where h 12 and 0 , then
a,, z.(l)
exp a.l+ -1 =h., n=l 2,...
for some p L2([0,/]; N) with 51o p(t) dt O.
Proof. Consider the map O" L2([0,/]; ) + 12 x defined by
O(p)= ({r(l; p)}, I p(t)dt).
By (5.18),
({ foP(t) exp(2iAt)dt} IoP(t) dt)D,O(O).p=
--
Zo--
Since O is C by Theorem 5.7 it suffices to show that DoO(O) is surjective. Let {a,} e 12,
a e . Write b, 2i(zo,/o,)a,. By Lemma 5.1 (iii) we can solve the equations
q(t) exp (2ia,t) dt b,, q(t) exp (-2i,t) dt b,, n 1, 2,.. ,
fo q(t) dt
for q e L2([0,/]; C). Setting p(t) Re q(t) we see that DpO(O) is surjective.
Remark 5.9. Suppose that {1, e2a-’, l(t), , u(t)} can be extended to a Riesz
basis of L2([0,/]; C), where e L=([0,/]; N), 1 N N N. Then the proof shows that we
can find a p e L2([0,/]; N) such that (5.21) holds, I p(t) dt 0, and 5 p(t)(t) dt Oi,
1 N N N, provided that
N
Ilhll/= + 101 + E Io,
i=1
2i t}is suciently small. Thus, the more deficient the set {1, e is, the more controls
2i t}there are such that (5.22) holds. If {1, e is already a Riesz basis, then p is unique.
CoaoAv 5.10. Suppose {z0} l with b, O, Zo 0 for all n 1, 2, .., and
lim (/n+l an) -> g > O.
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Then given any T>(zr/u) them exists er>0 such that for any hlz, OR, with
I}hll/ + 101 < e, there is a p L2([0, T]; ) such that
I z(T)
exp IT+ -1 =h, n=l 2,...b Zo,
and p(t) dt O.
Furthermore, ifA,/ is an integer[or all n and some > O, then there exists an e > 0
such that if llhllt + 0 < e then there is a p LZ([0, 2/]; ) such that
z(2/)
exp 1+ n=l 2,...
Zo 2] ]’
Ig p(tl o.
Pro@ The first part follows immediately from Theorems 5.2,"5.8. The second part
is then obvious.
Remarks 5.11. 1. In Corollary 5.10 there exist infinitely many lamilies of possible
controls p. This follows from the fact that by Theorem 5.2 {1, ea} can be extended to
a Riesz basis of L([0, A]; C) for any /<A < T, so that there are infinitely many
linearly independent real functions in the orthogonal complement of the subspace of
L([0, T]; e) spanned by {1, ea}, and Remark 5.9.
2. The set of z
b( ( Zexp [i(T+ 0)]-1)ZOn
belongs to the ball < is compact (use Iznl + 1)IZ0 I +
and Lemma 5.6). Hence the results of Theorem 5.8 and Corollary 5.10 do not say that
we can control in finite time to points
e z(0) in . To prove such an approximate controllability result we would need to
extend Theorem 5.8 by allowing e .to be arbitrarily large.
We now show how Corollary 5.10 can be applied to prove a global approximate
controllability theorem. We restrict attention to the case when e is periodic.
TuoM 5.12. Suppose that z0 {z0} e l with Zo 0 or all n 1, 2, , and
let/be an integeror all n and some > O. Then or any h e l with 1 + (b/)h 0
or all n, and an 0, there .exist a positive integer m and a control p e
L([0, 2m/]; N) such that
Proof. Let
A {(h, O)el2x.lz,,(2mrr)=exp(-7.](1
n=l,2,....
some positive integer m, and some p e L([0, 2mTr/cr]; N) and
B (h, 0) 12 11 +nn h, 0 for all n
We show that A B. By the backwards uniqueness of solutions to (5.13) and the
assumption Zo 0 for all n we see that A c B. It therefore suffices to show that (i) A is
open, (ii) OA (’1B is empty, and (iii) B is arcwise connected.
b, h,)zon for all n},
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To prove (i), let (h, 0) A, so that
2mTr\ ib,O_ 1 + h zo,, n 1 2z, o" )=exp -2,,/
for some m and p L([0, 2m/]; ). We apply Corollary 5.10, with initial data
ibO b.h.)zo,z0-=exp(-2./(l+
to deduce the following assertion: if
then there exists p e L2([0, 2(m + 1)/]; N) such that
( 3 (ib"a](l+)" n 1,2,z..2(m + 1) exp 2A. ] gn ZOn,
But if IIh- 11= and l0- ffl are sumciently small then
and a 0 0
satisfy (5.22) (note that {h.}lz implies that [1 +(b,/X.)h.lk>O), and so for the
corresponding p we have
(2(m+l)). ( ib.O)(_, Zo,,
Thus A is open.
Suppose that(h, 0) OA B. We show that the time reversibility properties of (5.1)
lead to a contradiction. Let
ibO b h)zo.
By Corollary 5.10, if (5.22) holds, there exists q L([0, 2/]; N) with Jo q(t) dt
, such that the solution of
b(t) -iv(t)- iq(t) Re v(t), v(O) o,
satisfies
Hence
satisfies
(5.23)
ib,a]
2, (t) -iA,Y., (t) iq nn Re Y, (t),
ib,a],,(0) exp (-/(1 +-
n=l,2,....
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Since (h, O)OA, there exists a sequence (h, o(r))A with (h, o(r))-->(h, O) in 12 [.
Define
t, r) h
a=0-0’) and g, l+(bn/an)h,’
for some fixed r large enough for (5.22) to hold. For this r there exist m and
p L2([0, 2mzr/r]; R) such that
2m ib), b h())Zo \,(1 +--zn(-tr) exp ( )(1 +-- =exp (ibn bn gn)Won.
Extending p to be q(2(m + 1)rr/tr-t) on [2mzr/tr, 2(m + 1)r/tr] we see that by (5.23)
(2(m + 1)or)Zn WOn.
Hence (h, O) A, a contradiction. This proves (ii).
To prove (iii), note that if (h, O)B then I(bn/hn)hnl<l for n >N, say. Let
hN=(hl, ,hN, 0,...). The arc t--(h +t(h-h),tO), t[0, 1] connects (h, O) to
(h N, 0) and lies in B. But (h, 0) can be connected to (0, 0) by an arc in B of the form
(s, 0) where sR and runs from h to 0 and avoids (-A/bx, -h2/b2, ", -h/br).
Thus B is arcwise connected.
COROLLARY 5.13. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 5.12 hold. Then the attainable set
s(z0) U z(t;p, zo)
t=>O
0Loc([0, oo) ;)
is dense in .
Proof. The set {h /211 +(bn/An)hn 0 for all n} is dense in 12.
Remark 5.14. Clearly the information provided by Theorem 5.12 implies global
controllability with respect to suitable finite-dimensional observers. We leave the
precise formulation of these results to the reader.
6. Applications to partial dil/erential equations.
Example 1. Wave equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Consider the wave
equation
with boundary conditions
u,t-uxx+p(t)u=O, 0<x<l,
u=0 atx=0,1
and initial conditions
u(x, O)= uo(x), ut(x, O)= u(x), 0 < x < 1.
In the notation of (5.1), (5.2) we have
dEA= dxE, B=/, H=L2(0,1)=L2([0,1];R),
D(A)=HE(O, 1)f3 n0(0, 1), D(A/2)=H(O, 1),
An nzr, bn / sin nzrx, n 1, 2,. .,
(BOn, m)"-Smn.
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We thus see that (D1) holds, and since bn 1 we have bn/h. 1/nzr so that (D2) also
holds.
As before, we set
z(t) A1/2u(t) + ift(t) and Zo A1/2u0-+- iul,
so that
Zo, ,,(Uo, ,)+ i(ul, ,).
In this case =LZ(0, 1)iLz(O, 1). We suppose that z0e g. We note that {1, e +2ix-’}
forms a Riesz basis of L2([0, 1]; C) and can be extended to a Riesz basis of L2([0,/]; C)
for any _-> 1. Then Theorem 5.3, Corollary 5.4, Theorem 5.7 and Theorem 5.8 are all
applicable. For example, Theorem. 5.3 says that if Zo, # 0 for all n we can control any
finite-dimensional projection of the solution to take any value sufficiently close to the
projection of the free solution (p =-0) at tine T1 _-> 1, while Theorem 5.8 holds for any
1=>1.
In particular, Theorem 5.5 shows that the set of.{u, ut} in H(0, 1)xL2(0, 1)
accessible from {u0, ul} with controls in L[oc[0, ), r _>- 1,-given by
S({u0, ul})= (A {u(t; p, U0, Ul), ut(t; p, UO, Ul)}
to
p L[o(E0,);)
has dense complement in H(0, 1) L2(0, 1). On the other hand, by Theorem 5.12 and
Corollary 5.13 we have global approximate controllability: thus the set S of states-that
can be reached using L2 controls on a time interval of length at least one is dense in
H L2, provided z0 # 0, i.e., all modes of the initial data are active.
Example 2. Wave equation with mixed boundary conditions. Consider the wave
equation
Un--Uxx+p(t)u=O, 0<x<l,
with boundary conditions
u=0atx=0, u-aux=Oatx=l, a>0constant,
and initial conditions
U(X, O)-" gO(X), Ut(X, 0)"- Ul(X), 0 < X < 1.
In the notation of (5.1) and (5.2) we have
A
=-dx---, B=I, H=L2(0, 1),
D(A)={u H2(O, 1)lu =0 atx =0, u +aux =0 atx 1},
D(al/Z)={u HI(O, 1)lu =0 at x =0},
\ 1/2
tan An +CeAn =0, Cn(X)=(sinhnX)/[| sin2 AnX} n= 1, 2,. .,/\30 /
and (BO, &,)=
In this case,
n77-
h,
=--+ e,(a), n=l,2,...,
where {e,(a)[0 as n +a oo. Thus, since b, 1, {b,/h,} 12. Hence (D1) and (D2)
hold.
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As usual, we set
z(t) A/2u(t) + iti(t), Zo A/Uo+ iux,
so that
As in Example 1, Y= L2(0, 1):)iL2(0, 1), and we let Zo. Theorem 5.3, Corollary
5.4, Theorem 5.7, Theorem 5.8 and the first part of Corollary 5.10 are all applicable. By
Theorem 5.2 {e 2ix"t} can be extended to a Riesz basis of L2([0, T]; C) for any T > 2, so
that in the above results the assertions of finite-dimensional or approximate control-
lability apply to time intervals of length greater than 2. Actually, for a sufficiently large
we can take T1_>-2 in Theorem 5.3 and T>=2 in Corollary 5.10. (This is because
supn [en (a)l 181(a)[ < 1/2 log 2 for a sufficiently large, so that
sup ]2An ncrl < log 2,
:t:2iAnt}which implies by Riesz and Nagy [1955, p. 209] that {1, e forms a Riesz basis of
L2(O, 2).)
Example 3,. Rod equation with hinged ends. Consider the system
(6.1) u,+u+p(t)Ux=O, O<x<l,
with boundary conditions
(6.2) u=u=O atx=0,1
and initial conditions
(6.3) u (x, O) uo(x), u,(x, O) u(x).
In the notation of (5.1), (5.2) we set
d4 d2
A dx----z, B =-x, H= L2(O, 1),
D(A) {u H4(0, 1)lu, Uxx H(O, 1)},
D(A/) HE(o, 1)f’qH(0, 1), An n E E
0n / sin nrx, n 1, 2,...,
(Bd,,, &,,) 0, n m, (BOn, tn) -n 2 2
In this case bn/An =-1, so that (D1), (D2) are again satisfied. As usual we write
z(t)’-A1/2u(t)+ itJ(t)=’.n=l Zn(t)n, Zn(0)"--Zon. Note that
(6.4) lim (An+ An) 00.
Theorem 5.2 therefore implies that {1, e +Ea"t} can be extended to a Riesz basis of
LE([0, T]; C) for any T>0. Theorem 5.3 is therefore applicable with any Tx>0,
Corollary 5.4 holds, Theorems 5.7 and 5.8 hold for any l>0, both conclusions of
Corollary 5.10 are valid, and Theorem 5.12 and Corollary 5.13 hold. We summarize the
approximate controllability results in the following theorem.
THEOREM 6.1. Let uoH2(0, 1) flHo(0, 1), u L2(0, 1) and suppose that
Zon nETr2(uo, b,)+ i(ux, abe) # 0 for all n 1, 2,. .
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For any p Loc([0, ); R) a unique mild solution
{u, a} c([0, ); x)
o]" (6.1)-(6.3) exists, where X (H2(0, 1) 71H(0, 1)) x L2(0, 1), and g p
Lo([0, ); ) then
1 ds) } C([0,);12).{ ’z"(t)zo. exp [i(A,t- Io p(s) ]-1
Conversely, for any T>0 there exists er >0 such that g Ilhll= +la < er then
z,(T)
e -1 =h, n=l,2,...
Zon
for infinitely many p e Lo([ T] ) with p dt 2a. In particular, setting T 2/,
there exists e > 0 such that g Ilhll,= + I I< e then
z =e (l+h)zo, n=1,2,...
or infinitely many p La([0, 2/]; N) with Ig/p(t) dt 2. Furthermore, i[ (h, ) e
l x N with h -1 or all n, there exist a positive integer m and a control p
L([0, 2m/]; N) such that
(6.5) z e (1 + h)zo, n 1, 2,...,
so that the set o states accessible rom {uo, u} is dense in X.
Remark 6.2. Our method of proof shows that given e > 0 we can find m and p such
that (6.5) holds and pll(< e for any interval I c [0, 2m/] of length 1. Of course m
will need to be large if e is small.
Nxample 4. Rod equation with clamped ends. Consider (6.1) with boundary
conditions
u=u=0 atx=0,1
and initial conditions (6.3). As is well known, this case is much more delicate than (6.1)
with hinged boundary conditions (6.2). We now have
d4 da
A=dx4, B=dx, H=L(0,1),
(=(0, gg(0, , D(/I =g(0, ,
/ /
cosh1 cos1 =1, n=1,2,....
The usual graphical analysis shows that
where e, 0 as n + m. (Very precise estimates for e, are given in Ball and Slemrod
[1979].) The corresponding orthonormal eigenfunctions , do not satisfy (B&, ,)=
0, m # n, and so none of the results in } 5.3 are applicable. Furthermore, hypothesis (ii)
of Theorem 5.3 does not hold, since 2a,-(a +aq) can be arbitrarily small for
arbitrarily large n, p and q (cf. Ball and Slemrod [1979], especially pp. 560, 574). So it is
not obvious that (6.1), (6.6) is controllable locally with respect to finite-dimensional
observers. It is possible that estimates on the lines of those in the preceding reference
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for the An might establish local controllability relative to G of the form
The only results in this paper applicable to (6.1), (6.6) are the basic existence theorem,
Theorem 2.5, which just gives the standard result that for {Uo, ul}D(A1/2) H X
there exists for each p Loc([0, o); R) a unique mild solution with initial data {Uo, u},
and Theorem 3.6, which demonstrates the general impossibility of exact controllability
using controls p Lroc([0, o); R), r > 1.
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